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1. Introduction
At the beginning of the century Poincare made a start to study the pro-

blem to determine whether a 3-manifold is the 3-sphere or not. He kept ob-
servation on the algebraic property of S3 and conjectured that every homotopy
3-sphere is the 3-sphere. But the question is extremely difficult and still re-
mains open. Thus we shall be concerned mainly with another and rather
geometric approach: how can we recognize a Heegaard diagram of S3? In this
direction the first basic work was done by J.H.C. Whitehead [9], and later,
as an algorithm for recognizing S3 in 3-manifolds, Volodin-Kuznetsov-Fomenko
[7] gave Algorithm (A), which is differently formulated from Whitehead's
algorithm but equivalent to it, and checked the efficiency of their algorithm
by a trial calculation on the computer BESM 6 but they did not succeed in
verifying it mathematically. The assertion of Algorithm (A) is that all He-
egaard diagrams of S3, other than the canonical one, always contain at least
one reducible part, (that is, a distinguished domain). Recently Birman states
in [2] that "nobody has succeeded in verifying such an assertion between 1935
and 1977, or producing a counterexample". But we will prove the following
special case;

Main Theorem. Every Heegaard diagram of genus two of the 3-sphere
S3, other than the canonical one, alway contains at least one reducible part.

We remark that the second author produced in [5] that a counterexample
to the assertion in the case when the Heegaard genus is four and has proved
in [4] that certain Heegaard diagrams of 3-manifolds obtained by non-trivial
Dehn surgery along any non-trivial 2-bridge knots have no reducible parts
(and so such 3-manifolds are not the 3-sphere by the above theorem). Moreover
we remark that recently Morikawa [11] gives a counterexample to the assertion
in the case when the Heegaard genus is three.

We work in the piecewise linear category throughout this paper. By
N( y, X) we shall denote a regular neighborhood of a sub-polyhedron 7 in a
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polyhedron X. Sn, Dn denote ^-sphere, Λ-disk, respectively. Closure, in-
terior, boundary over one symbol are denoted by cl( )y /«(•)> 3( )

2. Waves and band sums

A Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold M is a representation of Mas V U IF,
where V and W are homeomorphic handlebodies of some fixed genus n and
V Π W=dV=dW=F, a Heegaard surface.

A properly embedded disk D in a handlebody X of genus n is called a

meridian-disk of X if cl(X—N(D, X)) is a handlebody of genus n— 1, and a

collection of mutually disjoint n meridian-disks, Du "t,Dn in X is called a com-

plete system of meridian-disks of X if cl(X— [}N(Dh X)) is a 3-disk. Fur-

thermore a collection of mutually disjoint circles on the boundary of X is called

a complete system of meridians of X (or dX) if it bounds a complete system

of meridian-disks of X.
Let {v}= {vu •••, #„} and {«>} = {α ,̂ •••, α;M} be complete systems of

meridians of V and IF, respectively. The triplet (F; v, w) is called a Heegaard
diagram of the splitting (F, IF; JF). Hereafter we assume that v{ (resp. toj)
intersects Wj (resp. υ{) transversely whenever viΓ\wj4

:0.
Two Heegaard diagrams (F; v, w) and (Fr; v\ wf) of Heegaard splittings

(F, IF; F) and (F ; , IF'; ί1'), respectively, are ίsomorphic if there is a homeo-
morphism A from F on ί1' such that h(v)=v' and h(w)=w'. It will be noticed
that if (F; v, w) is isomorphic to (Fr; v\ w') then (F, IF; JF) is equivalent to
(F' ? W; F')y that is, there is a homeomorphism H from Λf to M' such that
H(V)=V and ^ ( ^ - ί F ' , where M and Λf' are 3-manifolds given by (F, IF; F)
and (F', IF'; JF1'), respectively. (See §1 in in [7].) An isomorphism class of a
Heegaard diagram of a Heegaard splitting is also called a Heegaard diagram.

It is easily verified that the Heegaard diagram (1M) given by Figure 1 is one
of the 3-sphere S3. It is called the canonical Heegaard diagram of genus n of S3.

Figure 1. The canonical Heegaard diagram of »S3 of genus n, (ln)

From now on, we assume that every Heegaard diagrams in the paper have
the non-empty intersecting property (or simply NEI-property). That is in
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every Heegaard diagram each meridian of one of the two complete systems of
meridians intersects at least one meridian of the other. We remark that by
Lemma 1 in [6] all Heegaard diagrams of homoJogy 3-spheres have the NEI-
property.

Given a Heegaard diagram (F; vy w) of genus n with υ=v1[j ••• \jvn and
zv=w1\J ••• U«>n, we will define the set O of domains for the diagram as follows;
let N{ (resp. iVy) be a regular neighborhood of v{ (resp. wj) in F (i,j=ί, •••, n).
Here we may assume that they are "sufficiently small" neighborhoods and so
satisfy that NiΠNj=0 and Nif)N'j=0 for any i and j (iφj). Let U be a

n n

connected component of cl(F— [}Ni— \jNί). Then Q is defined as a collec-
1=1 ί = l

tion of such the domain U. Let U be a domain in Q. Each connected com-
ponent of 3U Π dNk and dU ΓϊdNί for any&(Λ=l, •••,») is called an *d^ of U
or an ^ β associated with ^ or wΛ. To avoid an orgy of notation in such defini-
tions, we may assume hereafter that the set of domains O is a collection of
domains obtaining by cutting F along v and w, and that an edge of U is one
of connected components of dUΓϊvk and dU Πwk. We remark that every
domain with exactly two edges is a 2-disk by the NEI-property.

A Heegaard diagram is said to be normal if the set of domains contains no
domain whose boundary consists of exactly two edges. If such a domain exists
in the set of domains, by the above remark it can be eliminated by an isotopy
deformation on F of one of the two complete systems of meridians with respect
to the other. As a result of applying this isotopy deformation to the diagram,
we obtain again a new diagram of the same manifold. Applying a finite se-
quence of such isotopy deformations to a Heegaard diagram, at the final step
we will obtain a normal Heegaard diagram. We call such a normal Heegaard
diagram the normalized diagram of the original one. It will be noticed that by
Proposition 1 in [6] any two normalized diagram of a Heegaard diagram are
isomorphic. Hereafter we assume that all Heegaard diagrams in this paper
are normal, unless otherwise specified.

Next we will define the concept of waves of Heegaard diagrams. From

now on, we assume that all Heegaard diagrams are oriented, that is, in any Hee-

gaard diagram H=(F; v, w) the orientations of all meridians in υ and w are sup-

posed to be given. Let Q be the set of domains for H. A domain U in 0 is

called to be distinguished if among the edges that form its boundary there are two

edges Ex and E2 belonging to a single meridian and their orientations agree in

any circuit around the boundary of U. (See Figure 2.) The edges Ex and E2

are also said to be dίstiguίshed. A segment r inside a distinguished domain

joining interior points of the distinguished edges is called a wave. (See Figure

2.) Let y be the meridian containing the distinguished edges. Then the wave

T is said to be associated with y. It will be noticed that by Theorem 4.3.1 in
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Figure 2. a wave τ in a domain U

[7] the existence of a wave in a Heegaard diagram of a 3-manifold permits us to
simpύfy the diagram without changing its homeomorphic type. To explain
such a simplifying procedure, we will define the concept of wave-moves of
Heegaard diagrams as follows; let T be a wave in a distinguished domain U,
associated with some meridian y in v or w. Let us suppose that y is v{ in v, say
vv Let N be a regular neighborhood of y\Jτ in F. By the definition of
waves, the boundary of N has three components. Let y(τ) be the component
of dN which is not isotopic on F to any meridians in v=v1\J ••• Uvn. In the
case when Heegaard genus is greater than two, the additional condition is neces-
sary; let F(y) be the connected 2-manifold obtained by cutting F along v2y •••, vM.
(We note that y=v1). It is clear that y(τ) is contained in Int(F(y)). Then it
is necessry that Int(F(y))—y(τ) is connected. Now v(τ)=y(τ)\Jv2\J "Ί)vn=
^i( τ)U^2U ••• Όvn is also a complete system of meridians of F and then
(F; v(τ)y w) also gives a Heegaard diagrams. The Heegaard diagram (F\ v(τ), w)
may not be normal, and then there is a normal Heegaard diagram (F; v(τ), w)
which is the normalized diagram of it. Similarly (F\ v> w{τ)) and {F\ v, w{j))
are also defined, if y is w{ in w. Such the normal Heegaard diagrams are
called the wave-moves of (F\ v, w) through v or w along T. We note that the
wave-moves of a Heegaard diagram are strictly simpler than the original one,
that is, the intersections of ϋ(τ) and w or v and w(τ) are less than those of v
and w. Let H=(F; v, to) and H(τ)=(F; ϋ(τ), w) or H(τ)=(F; v, w(r)). Then
by §4 in [7] we have;

Proposition 1. The Heegaard diagrams H and H(r) give the same Heegaard
splitting and so they determine the same manifold.
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Next we introduce the concept of band sums in a complete system of meri-
dians of F, {̂ } = {̂ i, '~,vn), where F is the boundary of a handlebody V of
genus n. Choose any two meridians, v{ and Vj (iφj), and choose an arc a on
F joining v{ and vJy with the interior of a disjoint from v. Let N be a regular
neighborhood of vt; U a U Vj on JF and let v\ be that component of dN which is
not isotopic on F to either v{ and vjt Then v\=Vi # v} is called the band sum

Ob

of ?>,. and Vj along α. It is easy to see that v\ also bounds a disk in V and that
z>/==z>i U ••• U Vi-i U ^ί U vi+1 U ••• U vn is also a complete system of meridians of V
and it is called a band-move of ϋ (through «;,. and z y) along a.

Let H=(F; v, w) be a Heegaard diagram. Then a Heegaard diagram
(F; v\ w) (resp. (F; v, w')) is called a band-move of /f through z; (resp. zϋ) along
α (resp. a') if ϋ' (resp. wr) is a band-move of v (resp. ZU) along α (resp. ar).
Let H(a)=(F; v\ w) (resp. (ar)H=(F: v, w')) be a band-move of i/ through
v (resp. &>) along a (resp. α'). Then we have;

Lemma 1. The following diagram commutes, that is, (a/)(H(a))=((a')H)(a);

H >H(a)

{a')H >{

Proof. Since the two band-moves are independant, the diagram commutes.
A Heegaard diagram H(ά)=(F; ύ\ w) (resp. (άf)H=(F; v, tbf)) is also called

the band-move of H along a (resp. af) if H(ά) (resp. (cc')H) is the normalized
diagram of H(a) (resp. (a')H)

Lemma 2. The following diagram commutes, that is, (ά')(H(ά))=((ά')H)(ά)

a
(a')H >(ά')H >((ά')H)(a) > a'-H-a

n3 a n4

where nly n2, nZy and nA are normalizations.

Proof. By Lemma 2 in [6], we may assume that the operation nx (resp. n3)
keeps w (resp. v) fixed. Thus the band sums in the above diagram are all
well defined. It is clear that both (ά')(H(ά)) and ((άf)H)(ά) are normalized
diagrams of (a)H(a) and so they are isomorphic by Proposition 1 in [6]. Then
a' H a represents the isomorphism class of those one. This completes the
proof.

Next let H and H' be two Heegaard diagrams of a Heegaard splitting
(Vy W\ F) and let H=(Fy vy w) and H'=(F; v'y w').
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Lemma 3. There is a finite sequence of (normal) Heegaard diagrams,
HOy Hly *- ,Hky with H0=H and Hk=H' such that H{ is a band-move of Hi_x

Proof. Since both v and v' are complete systems of meridians of Vy by
Zieschang [10] there is a finite sequence of complete systems of meridians of
Vy v(0)y v(l)y •••, v(m)y with v(0)=v and v(m)=v' such that v(i) is a band-move
of v(i— 1) ( i=l , 2, •••, m). Thus there is a finite sequence of normal Heegaard
diagrams, (F; v(0), ώ(0)), (F; v(l)y ώ(l)), - , (F; v(tn), ώ(m)), with H=(F; v(0)y

ίft(0)) such that (F; v(i)y ώ(i)) is a band-move of (F; v(i—l)> w(i-\)) (ί = l,
2, •••, m), where w(ί) is isotopic on F to w(i—l). By Zieschang [10], there is a
finite sequence of complete systems of meridians of Wy w(my 0), w(my 1), •••,
w(myn)y with w(/w, 0) — ώ(m) and w(myn) = wr such that w(m, i) is a band
move of «j(m, i— 1) ( ί = l , 2, •••, w). Then there is a finite sequence of normal
Heegaard diagrams, (F: ύ'(0)y w(my 0)), - , (ί1; ΰ'(n), w(m, n))9 with (F; ί'(0),
Z6 (m, 0))=(F; v(ιw), ίί)(m)) such that (F; ί'(ί), w(nι, i)) is a band move of
(F; ύ'(i—l)9 w(m, i—1)) (V=l, 2, . . .,Λ), where ί'(ί) is isotopic on F to ^'(i—1).
Now (F; «;', w') is isomorphic to (F; ύ'(n)y w(m, n))=(F; ύ'(n), w') by Lemma 2
in [6], because (F; v\ w') and (F; ϋ\ri)y w') are normal and Ό' = v(m)=ύ'(0) is
isotopic on F to v'(n). This completes the proof.

3. Heegaard diagrams of genus two of S 3

In this section and later section, we consider only Heegaard splittings of
genus two and so we omit the adjective "of genus two". Let (F, W\ F) be a
Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold M and (F; v> w) a (normal) Heegaard diagram
with v=vx U v2 and w=w1 U w2. Next we define Whitehead graphs of Heegaard
diagrams; cutting F along two circles v1 and v2, as a result we obtain a 2-sphere
with four holes: vt, v%, ^Γ, 2̂", where v{ generates vf and vj ( ί = l , 2). Under
this operation, both circles of w are cut up and they turn into a collection of
arcs joining the holes. Let us suppose that these four holes are the vertices,
and the arcs the edges of a graph. Thus we obtain a graph Gυ. Similarly, we
obtain Gw called the dual graph of Gv. It will be noticed that neither Gυ nor
Gw have an isolated vertex and a "trivial" loop edge, because Heegaard diagrams
considered here have the NEI-property and are normal. The graphs Gv and Gw

are called the Whitehead graphs (or simply W-graphs) of (F: vy w). Then by
Theorem 1 in [6] we have

Lemma 4. Every W-graph of Heegaard diagrams is isomorphic as planar
graphs to one of the three graphs of type I, II, III, illustrated in Figure 2, where
a, b, c, and d represent the numbers of "parallel" edges.

Moreover by Corollary 1 in [6] we have;
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type I type II type III

Figure 3. W-graphs, where Xι=i'i (resp. Wχ)} x{ ==v{ (resp. wf),
x£ ~V2 (resp. w?2

+), and #2~ =^2" (resp. w£).

Lemma 5. There is an orientation-preserving involution T on F with six
fixed points such that T(vi)=vi and T(<ωi)=^wi and each of T(vJ and T(wJ
has exactly two fixed points. In particular, for every domain U in the set Q of
domains of (F v, w), T(U) is also contained in Q.

We remark that the orientation of an edge E in dU is opposite to T(E)
indU.

A domain U in Q is called a major domain, if dU consists of more than
four edges. We note that all W-graphs have no isolated vertices and so dU
consists of even numbers of edges and the set of domains of any Heegaard diagram
contains at least one major domain because the two meridians of a complete
system of meridians are not isotopic on F.

To simplify later arguments, we choose a special type of waves and bands.
Let a be a band joining xx and x2f where either x1\Jx2=

zv or xι{jx2=wi and
let T be a wave associated with some meridian y in either v or w. Let (a)
(resp. (T)) be the relative isotopy class of (α, da) (resp. (T, dr)) in (F, xλ\jx2)
(resp. (F,y)). Then there is a band a1 in (a) joining xx and x2 such that it has
the least intersections with (v[jw) — (x1[]x2) among the bands in (α), and there
is also a wave T' in (r), associated with y, that is contained in some major
domain in Q. It is easy to see that xλ # x2 is isotopic on F to xγ # x2 and that

at Λ/

y(τ) is isotopic on F to y(τ'). Such a band or a wave is called the simplest
representative of the original one. Moreover in the case when a is disjoint
from (v\Jw)—(x1\Jx2), the simplest representative a1 can be found to be
contained in some major domain in 0. From now on, we consider only the
simplest representatives, whenever bands and waves are considered.

Let us consider some special band in a major domain. Let a be a band
joining xλ and x2 in a major domain U in O and let E and E' be two edges in
dUy whose interior points are joined by the band α. Then a is called a parallel
band if one of connected components of cl(dU—E \JE') consists of one edge in
dU. We note that if a is not parallel and joins vx and v2 (resp. w1 and w2),
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then it intersects w (resp. v) or there are more than two edges in each connected
component of cl(dU—E (jEr). In this context we have;

Lemma 6. Let H=(F\ v, w) be a normal Heegaard diagram, let a be a
non-parallel band joining vx and v2y and let v3=υ1#v2 and either v'=v1\Jv3 or

v'=v2lJv3. Then (F; v', w) is a normal Heegaard diagram and has a wave r
associated with v such that (F; ϋ'(τ), w) is isomorphίc to H, where (F; v\r)y w) is
the wave-move of (F; v\ w) along r.

Proof. Let us suppose that a Γ\wΦ0. Then there are two arcs kλ and k2

in a, with Int(k1)f]lnt(k2)=0 and &t Γl9αΦ0 (/=l, 2), and there are two
major domains U1 and U2 which contain kλ and k2 respectively, with ktr Π 9 C/f =
dki = Ai\jBi ( i=l , 2), where A{ and J5t are two boundary points of k{. We
may assume that point A{ lies on an edge E{ in dU{ and v{ and that the point
B{ lies on an edge E\ in 9C7f and w. Let N be a regular neighborhood of
vx U cc U v2 in F with v3 d dN. Since H is normal and the band a is the sim-
plest representative with α Π ^ Φ 0 , (F;v\w) is also normal. Let τ~ [7t ΓΊ iV Π
dN(E'i, F). (See Figure 4.1 and 4.2.) Then τ. is a wave associated with v3 in
the Heegaard diagram (F; Vi[jv3y w)—Hf such that H is isomorphic to H'(τ.)
( ί = l , 2), where ^ ' ( T , ) is the wave-move of H' along τ . Next if αΠ2^ = 0,
then there exists a major domain [/ such that it contains a and that each of
connected components of cl^U—E^E^ consists of more than two edge.
Thus (F; v\ w) is also normal. (See Figure 5.) Let τ = U ΠN Π SJV^, ί1).
Then T is a wave associated with v3 in the Heegaard diagram H\ defined as
above, and H is isomorphic to H\r) ,where H\τ) is the wave-move of H' along
T. The proof is complete.

Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2

We remark that in the above definition and proof, to avoid complexity, the
set of domains 0 is thought of as the collection of * 'domains'* obtained by cutt-
ing F along v and w and that we adopt this abbreviation throughout the paper.
It will be noticed that the same result as Lemma 6 holds also in the case when
the band a joins zv1 and w2.

Next we are interested in a relation between a wave and a parallel band in
the same major domain. Let τ' be a wave associated with vλ and let a be a
parallel band joining vx and v2 and let vz=vλ # v2. Moreover let H(τ') be the

wave-move of H=(F; v, w) along T', let H(ay i) be the normalized diagram of
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(F; Vi\Jv3, w) (i=l, 2), and let H(a> l)( τ ') be the wave move of H(a, 1) along
τ\ We remark that H is normal and .has NEI-property and so τ' is also a
wave associated with v1 in H(ay 1).

Lemma 7. The circle v3 is isotopic on F to vλ(τf). In particular, H(τ) is

isomorphic either to H(a, 2) or H(a> 1)(Ό

Proof. Let Go be a W -̂graph of Hy obtained by cutting F along v. Since
the wave T' is associated with vly the graph Gυ is type III. (See Figure 6.)
Since the band a is parallel, it is contained in some major domain U and join
Vι and v% or vϊ and vj in U. (See Figure 6.) Let T" be another wave
associated with vv As illustrated in Figure 6, the circle ^i(τ') is isotopic on
F to the circle ^i(τ") Thus the wave τf is the wave illustrated in Figure 6.
It is clear that ύ3 is isotopic on F to vλ(τf). This establishes the first asser-
tion. From this the second assertion follows.

Figure 6.

As a trivial application of Lemma 7, we have;

Lemma 8. Given a wave r associated with vλ, there is some (parallel)
band a joining vλ and v2 such that v1 # v2 is isotopic on F to v^r).

Ob

It will be noticed that the band given by Lemma 8 can be easily found in
the major domain containing the wave as illustrated in Figure 6.

4. Main Theorem and concluding remarks

Let H=(F; v, w) be a Heegaard diagram of S3 other than the canonical
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one (12) and let G be a PF-graph of Hy with edge-parameters, a, by c, and d.

(See Figure 3.)

Lemma 9. One of a and b is not zero, and one of c and d is not zero.

Proof. If both a and b are zero, then G is not connected and so H must be

isomorphic to (12). Thus one of a and b is not zero. Next if both c and d

are zero, then two cases happen;

Case (1): G is a graph of type I I I ; then there exists a meridian v3 on F

disjoint from v and wy but it is impossible since H is a Heegaard diagram of

S3. (See Proposition 2 in [6] in detail.)

Case (2): G is a graph of type I or I I ; let Gv (resp. Gw) be a IF-graph of H

along υ (resp. w). If G=Gυy then there exists a meridian v4 on F, disjoint

from v, such that it transversely intersects each of the meridians in w at even

number of points, but then the first homology group H^S3, Z) of S3 can not

vanish, contradiction. (See Proposition 2 in [6].) Thus we assume that G=

Gw. But the similar argument as above leads the same contradiction. The

proof is complete.

Now we will introduce a new concept of Heegaard diagrams of S3. Let

H be a Heegaard diagram of *S3 other than (12). Then H is said to be reducible

if there is a finite sequence of (normal) Heegaard diagrams, Hny " yHQy with

Hn=H and H0=(ί2)y such that Hi_λ is a wave-move of Ht:(i=l, 2, •••, n).

Then easily we have the following lemma;

Lemma 10. Let Hr be a band-move of (12) along a band. Then H' is redu-

cible.

Moreover we have the following important fact;

Main L e m m a 11. Let H be an arbitrary reducible Heegaard diagram of

S3 and H' a band-move of H along a band a. Then Hr is also reducible or iso-

morphic to (12).

Proof. We make the following induction statement;

P(k): let H be (^)-reducible, that is, there is a finite sequence of (normal)

Heegaard diagrams, Hky •• ,//0, with Hk=H and H0=(l2), such that # , _ ! is

a wave-move of Hi (z"=l, •••,&), and H' be a band-move of H along a band,

then H' is also reducible or isomorphic to (12).

A proof of P(k) for every non-negative integer k will prove the lemma.

It is clear that Lemma 10 establishes P(0). Let us assume that P(k—1) and

then we will verify that P(k) holds. Suppose that there is a finite sequence of

(normal) Heegaard diagrams, Hky Hk_ly "*yHQy with Hk=H and H0=(l2)y such

that Hi_λ is the wave-move of Hi along a wave τ, (z—1, 2, •••, k)y and let H' be
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a band-move of H along a band α. Let H=(F; v, w) with v=vx U v2 and zr=
w^Uα^. We can assume without loss of generality that the band a joins vx

and v2. Let v3=υ1 # v2. By Lemma 6, we may assume (a) a is a parallel band.
Cύ

Therefore, a is contained in a major domain £7 and there exists two edges Ely

E2 in dU such that one of connected components of cl(dU—Eλ\jE2) consists
of only one edge E in w, where Eλ (resp. E2) is an edge in vx (resp. v2) and α
joins their interior points. By Assumption (a) and Lemma 7, we may assume
(b) τk is associated with wx. Let Q be the set of domains of H. By Lemma 5,
there exists an involution T on F such that, for every V in ζ), T(?7') is also
contained in Q. Let G(x, Hi) be a PF-graph of H{ along #, where x is one of
the two complete systems of meridians of H{. By Lemma 4, G(w, H) is one of
the three graphs illustrated in Figure 3, with edge-parameters, a, 6, c, and d,
and G(v, H) is a graph with edge-parameters, a\ 6', s', and df. By Lemma 9,
we may assume without loss of generality that «Φ0 and cΦ0. In this context,
we will verify the following sublemmata, which establish the statement P(k)
and so the proof of the lemma;

Sub-Lemma 11-1. If 6=0 and d=0 in G(w, H), then P(k) holds.

Proof. Since G(w, H) is a PF-graph with 6=0 and d=0, the set of domains
Q contains only one major domain £/, with T(U)=U, whose boundary con-
sists of exactly 12 edges, Ek

u E2y -~,Ek

l2, where E\y E\, - ,£{1 are contained
in v and E\> E\y •••, E\2 are in w. (See Figure 7.)

El

U

Figure 7.

By the condition that 6=0, we can assume that both v1 and v2 intersect each
of w1 and w2 with the same signed intersections. Thus all of the edges have
the orientations given by Figure 7. Next Ek

1+2i and £7+2; (i=0, 1, 2) are
contained in the same meridian in v, because T(U)=^U and T(Eι+2i)=E7+2i

by Lemma 5. By the way, E\ and E\ (resp. 2?*, E\, £{0, and £"f2) are contained
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in w2 (resp. Wj). The following table determines the boundary of U;

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

By the definition of Heegaard diagrams, the cases (1) and (8) cannot occur.
By renumbering the index i of vt (/=1, 2), the cases (5), (6), (7) are obtained
from the cases (4), (3), (2), respectively. Furthermore the case (4) is obtained
from a slight modification of the case (3). Thus we will check the cases (2)
and (3);

(2): In this case, U is the domain illustrated in Figure 8. We will verify
that this case does not happen except the special case. Let £/* be the dual
domain of U. (Note that U*=U.) Then U* is the domain illustrated in
in Figure 9. We may assume that τk is the wave illustrated in Figure 9. It

w1

U

Figure 8.

C7*

v2

U*

Figure 9.
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will be noticed that if τr and T " are any two waves associated with wly then
w^r') and wx{τ") are isotopic on F. Let zi}

3 = w1(rk). Then wz{\U* is a
segment joining υ2 and v2, as illustrated in Figure 9, since w3 is isotopic on .F
to neither wί nor w2- Thus Hk_1=(F; v, w2ljw3) has a W-graph G(e;, iϊ'Jk_1)
with edge-parameters, a'k-i, δ£_i, £*_i> and έ/£_i, such that ijί_i=0 and d'k-i = l.
We remark that G(ϋ, Hk_^) is of type I. Then two cases happen;

Case (2.1): αjLiΦO; let Qk_x be the set of domains of Hk^. Then Qk_x

has exactly two major domains, U1 and U2. Since G(z>, ί/*_i) is of type I with
fl£_iΦθ, c£_iΦθ, and ί/£_iΦθ, the wave rk_1 is associated with w)(τΛ)=w2U^3.
We may assume that rk_1 is contained in U^ Let E[ and £"2 be the distin-
guished edges of τk_x. By the condition that δjLi=O, all edges of U1 and U2

in M)(TΛ) are simply oriented as given in Figure 10.1. Then E{ (resp. E2) is
an edge in L^ joining either vt and v2 (resp. vϊ and ^F) or v* and ̂ Γ (resp. ϋj
and v2). Since the edge joining v* and t f in U1 is contained in ̂ 2

 a n d the one
joining t J and v2 in i7x is in w39 we can assume that E[ (resp. iE )̂ is an edge
joining vt and v2 (resp. ^Γ and ί Γ). Let us suppose that τk_1 is associated
with w2. Let zϋ4 = w2(τk_1). To find the connection of w4 with «; in U19 we
make use of a band given by Lemma 8. Let a1 be the band joining w2 and Z6'3,
illustrated in Figure 10.1.

E[{cw2) w2

E'2(aw2)

Figure 10.1.

By Lemma 7, w2 #w3=wί is isotopic on F to «J4. Let D be the 2-disk in

Uλ bounded by w[ and v and let i4 = ϋΠθA Af = v2-f]dU1. Then there
exists a finite sequence of 2-disks on F such that any one intersects the next one at
an edge, the first one does D at Ay and the last one contains A' in its boundary.
Let Df be the union of those 2-disks and D. By an isotopy deformation of
zui on F with respect to v through D\ the circle ti)ί is obtained as a result. (See
Figure 10.2.) Thus iυi Π U1 is a segment joining ϋί* and vj and ̂ 4 ΓΊ t/2 is a
segment joining vt and vϊ because D' is disjoint from U2. Since w4 is isotopic
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ώ'4 •U,

Figure 10.2.

•V,

on F to ώ'4y Hk_2 is isomorphic to (F; υ, w3 U ίvi) by Lemma 2 in [6] and so it
has a W-graph G(vy Hk_2) of type I with edge-parameters, af

k_2y b'k-2, c'k-2, and
dί-2y where έ^_2=0, £j£_2^2, and ί/j£_2=l.

Similarly if τk_1 is associated with w3y then w5 Π CΛ and w5 Π ?72 are seg-
ments joining v2 and v2y where w5=w3(τΛ_1), and Hk_2—(F; vy w2\Jw5) has a
ίF-graph G(vy Hk_2) of type I with edge-parameters, α£_2, M-2, ^-2, and d'k-2,
where £*_2=0, rf_2Φ0, and J£_22^2. In the first case, by the condition that
4-2^2 and bί-2—O and by Lemma 9, aί-2 is not zero. In the second case,
by the condition that rf£_22^2 and δ*_2—0 and by Lemma 9, af

k_2 is not zero.
Repeating the above argument, at the final step Ho has a W-graph G(vy Ho) of
type I with edge-parameters, aί, b'Oy c'Oy and do, where bΌ—0 and either ^o^2 or
dό^2. But it is impossible, since Ho is the canonical Heegaard diagram (12)
and so the edge-parameter a'o is zero. Thus this case (2.1) does not happen.

Case (2.2): #£_i=0; in this case, w2 is disjoint from v2 by the condition
that b'k-i=0. And so it intersects v1 at only one point, because Hk is a Heegaard
diagram of S3. Of course, w1 also intersects v2 at only one point and vx at only
one point, because ^ίΦO and b'k=0 and G(vy Hk) is of type I. Hence, by the
condition that a Π w=0y Hf is the canonical one (12) or it has a wave T' such that
H\τ') is isomorphic to (12), where H\τ') is the wave-move of H' along r'.

(3): In this case, U is the domain illustrated in Figure 11. Then we
have the following table, which describes the relation between the band a and
the edges joined by it;

(3.1) (3.2) (3.3) (3.4)

•^/l\z=:) *-* 1

E(=) E\

EJ=) El

El

E\

El El

El

•^10

Ek

n
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Figure 11.

Let us suppose that a is the band given by (3.1). Then by the definition of
band sums, v3Γ\ U is illustrated as the fatted lines in Figure 11. As a result,
there exists a 2-disk D on U bounded by v3 and w2. (See Figure 11.) Let
A=E2 Π dD and let A' be the arc on E\ joining the intersections of v3 and E\.
(See Figure 11.) Then there is a finite sequence of 2-disks, Du Z)2, •••,Dmy such
that Dj has exactly four edges Ej(l, v), £/2, v)9 £ y(l, w), £,(2, w), with
^ ( 1 , w)=iί, £M(2, w)=A\ and E/2, «0=E y + 1(l, «0 0 = 1 , 2, ..., m-1), where
every Dj is contained in some non-major domain in Q, and 2?/l, ^) and £ ; (2, ?;)
(resp. JSy(l, ^) and Ej(2> w)) are contained in υ3 (resp. «;). Thus there is a
2-disk D' on F with D'=^D\JD1 U ••• U A» such that its interior is disjoint from
z; and vz. Hence by an isotopy deformation of υ3 with respect to w through D',
the circles ύ3 is obtained as a result. Then ύ3 Π U is a segment joining wί"
and wΓ, illustrated in Figure 11. By Assumption (b) the wave τk is associated
with wly and then it remains to be a wave of H'. We remark that Hf=(F; ẑ U
^3, ίϋ) or H'=(F; v2\jύ3y to), and G(«;, Hf) is of type II or III such that the
edge-parameters a" and dff are non-zero, where a" (resp. d") is the edge-
parameter of edges joining wt and wt (resp. wt and &>Γ). Moreover a is also
a band, joining vλ and #2> of Hk_v Let H'(τk) be the wave-move of i/' through
?#! along τk and {Hk_^)r a band-move of ί f ^ along α. By Lemma 8 and
Lemma 2, H'(τk) is isomorphic to (Hk_^)'. By the assumption P(β— 1), (Hk_^)'
is reducible and so H' itself is also reducible. Now if a is a band given by
(3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), then the same result as above is obtained.

Sub-Lemma 11-2. // b=0 and dφO in G(w, H), P(k) holds.

Proof. By Assumption (b), τk is associated with wx and so G(w, H) is of
type II. Since α^φO, ̂ = 0 , ^ φ θ , and dkΦθ in G(w, H)y the set of domains
Q contains exactly two major domains L̂  and U2. We may assume by Assump-
tion (a) that the band a is contained in Uι and the wave rk is also in Uλ. The
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domain £/t contains in its boundary exactly 8 edges, E{, Eίy E%

3y E{, E{, Ei>
E\y Ei, where E{, Ez\ E\>, and Eι

Ί (resp. Ei, E{y Eh, and Ei) are contained in
v (resp. w) ( ί = l , 2). (See Figure 12.2.) We note that by the condition that
bk=0 all of those edges are simply oriented as illustrated in Figure 12. Let
au a2, cίZi and a4 be the bands illustrated in Figure 12.1 or 12.2.

Figure 12.1

E\

Figure 12.2

Since the band a is a parallel one in Uu we may assume that it must be
one of those bands. Thus we divide the proof into two cases as follows;

Case (1): a=aλ or a2\ in this case, we will verify that ϋz Π U1 (resp. ύz Π U2)
is not a segment joining either wT and wt or w* and wj and then the wave τk

remains to be a wave of H'. Let us suppose that a = a^ Then we have that
ΈX=E\, E=El and E2=El and T(E\) = E2

3i T(E\)=El Thus E\ and E\
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resp. (E\ and El) are contained in vx (resp. v2). Moreover T(E\)=E2> and

T(E)) = El and so E\ and E2

Ί (resp. E\ and El) are contained in the same

meridian. Thus we have the following table;

(1) (2) (3) (4)

El
E)

In the case (1), v3f]U1 and ^3Γϊ U2 are illustrated as the fatted lines in Figure
12.3.

Figure 12.3

Let D be the 2-disk bounded by E and v3, as illustrated in Figure 12.3.
Then, by an isotopy deformation of vz on F with respect to w, the disk D can
be eliminated from U1 turning into U1 itself through E\. As a result, $3Π U1

and ϋz Π U2 are segments joining wt and zoγ. Thus the first assertion holds. In
the cases (2), (3), (4), by the similar argument as above, v3 f] U1 and ΰ3 f] U2

are not segments joining either wϊ and wt or wt and w^. Next if a=zcc2, then
the assertion also holds by the argument as above. Thus, in all the cases,
the wave rk remains to be a wave of H' by Lemma 9. Now a is also a band
joining v1 and v2 in Hk_v Let H'(τk) be the wave-move of H' through wλ

along rk and (Hk_^)f be a band-move of Hk_x along α. By Lemma 8 and
Lemma 2, H'(τk) is isomorphic to (Hk_^f. By Assumption P(k— 1), (Hk_^)'
is reducible and so ίΓ itself is also reducible.

Case (2): a=a3 or α4; let us suppose that a = az. Then we have that
EX=E\, E\ = El and E2 = E\ and then Γ ( £ J ) = JF?, T(E\) = E2

Ί. Thus £J and
2?i (resp. E\ and £7) are contained in vλ (resp. ?;2). Moreover T(E\) = El and
Γ(JB7) = JB5 and so E\ and £3 (resp. S 7 and E\) are contained in the same
meridian. Thus we have the folllwing table;
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
77 1 _,

E) vx v2 vλ v2

In the case (1), v3f] Uλ and v3Γ\ U2 are illustrated as the fatted lines in Figure

12.4 and so ύ3 f] U1 (resp. ύ3 Π U2) is a segment joining wt and w2 (resp. wT

and wj).

Figure 12.4

Figure 12.5

In the case (2), vz Π U1 and z;3 Π U2 are illustrated in Figure 12.5 and so

ΰ3 U Ux (resp. ^3 Π C/2) is a segment joining &>Γ and w2 (resp. «;ί" and wj). In

the case (3), v3 Π C/i and z;3 (Ί ί/2 are illustrated as the fatted lines in Figure 12.6

and so ύ3 f] U1 is two segments joining either wt and wϊ or wt and w2 and

3̂ Π U2 is empty. In the case (4), v3 Π Uλ and Ϊ;3 Π ί/2 are illustrated in Figure

12.7 and so ύ3 Π Uι and ΰ3 f] U2 are segments joining wt and wΓ

In the cases of (1), (3), and (4), τk remains to be a wave of H' by Lemma

9 and then the argument in the case of a = (Xι can be applied to theses cases.
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Figure 12.6

Figure 12.7

Hence H' is also reducible. Thus we will check the case of (2); in this case, H
is the Heegaard diagram illustrated in Figure 13. Then we will verify that
the edge-parameter a is not less than two. For if <z=l, then v1 intersects w2

at only one point and v2 cannot intersect w2. Now H is a Heegaard diagram
of S3 and so v2 intersects w1 at only one point. But it is impossible since H is
given by Figure 13 and so v2 contains two edges joining wt and wT. Hence
α^2, b = 0, cΦθ, and dΦO in G(w, Ή). Then wx (resp. w2) intersects υ2 (resp. vx)
twice one after another and so G(v, H) is of type I with edge-parameters, a\ b\
c\ and d\ where b' = 0, α'ΦO, c'φO, and J'ΦO. Hence the two domains U1

and U2 are given by Figure 14.

But we have verified in the argument of Case (2.1) in Sub-Lemma 11-1
that the set of domains Q does not contain such domains. In the case that
a — ct4, the same result are obtained by the similar manner in the case that
a=a3. Hence the proof of the lemma is complete.

Sub-Lemma 11-3. // όφO in G(w, H\ then P(k) holds.
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w2

Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Proof. By Assumption (b), G(w, H) is of type III. Sicne ύz is disjoint from
v, by Lemma 9 τk remains to be a wave of H\ which is also associated with
wλ. Of course, a remains to be a band joining vλ and v2 in Hk_v Then it is
easily verified by Lemma 8 and Lemma 2 that H\τk) is isomorphic to {Hk_x)\
Thus by the inductive statement P(k— 1), W is also reducible.

Finally we have the following theorem from Lemma 3, Lemma 10, and
Lemma 11

Main Theorem. All Heegaard diagrams of genus two of the 3-sphere S3

other than the canonical one are always reducible.

Proof. Let H=(F; v,w) be an arbitrary Heegaard diagram other than the
canonical one and let F(0) be the Heegaard surface of (12). Then, by Wauld-
hausen [8], there is a homeomorphism k of S3 such that h(F)=F(0). Let h(H)
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=(JF(O); h(υ)y h(w)). By Lemma 3, there is a finite sequence of Heegaard
diagrams, HOy Hly •••, Hky with H0 = (l2) and Hk=h(H)y such that i ϊ t is a band-
move of Hi_x (ί=ly 2, •••, k). Then we make the following induction statement;

R(k): If there is a finite sequence of Heegaard diagrams, Hoy Hly " yHky

with H0 = (l2) and Hk = Hy such that //, is a band-move of # , _ ! (i = l, 2, •••, &),
then if is reducible.

A proof of R(k) for every positive integer k will prove the theorem. By
Lemma 10, i?(l) is true. Thus assume R(k~ 1), and suppose that there is a
finite sequence of Heegaard diagrams, HOy Hly - ,Hky with H0 = (l2) and Hk=Hy

such that H{ is a band-move of H{_x (i=ly 2, •••,&). We may assume that all
the Heegaard diagrams except HQ are not the canonical one (1?). By R(k— 1),
ίjΓ*_i is reducible. Since Hk is a band-move of Hk_ly Hk is also reducible by
Main Lemma 11. Thus R(k) is also true and so the proof of the theorem is
complete.

By Main Theorem, we can determine whether a Heegaard diagram of
genus two represents the 3-sphere *S3 or not. Thus we have;

Corollary 1. There is an algorithm for recognizing S3 in the class of 3-
manifolds of genus two.

We remark that Birman-Hilden [1] and [2] had already discovered an
algorithm to decide whether a 3-manifold with Heegaard splittings of genus
two is the 3-sρhere S3

y but their algorithm is based on Haken's algorithm [3].

As an application of Main Theorem, we are interested in the relationships

between presentations of the fundamental group of the 3-sphere Sz and its

Heegaard diagrams of genus two. Let (F; v, w) be a Heegaard diagram of a

Heegaard splitting (Vy W; F) of genus two of a 3-manifold M. Let us consider

a presentation of the fundamental group πγ{M)\ orient the circles vly v2 in v

and wly w2 in w. Construct from each wt a (cyclic) word R{= Π ^ y , where

f, y=ib records the ordered array of signed intersections of w{ with the circles

in v. We note that from each word R{ a unique cyclic word i?f is constructed

by joining the beginning and the end of i?t and preserving the sequencial order

of letters in R{. Then Π(^)= {vly v2; Rly R2} is a presentation of π^M). A dual

presentation U(w)={wu w2\ R{y R2} is also defined in an analogous manner.

Now we may assume that both words in the presentation ΐl(v) (resp. Π(ft>))

contain no consecutive letters vivjι

yvjιvi (resp. WiZϋT1, wjlw?) (i= 1, 2). For

if some word Rj contains a consecutive letters v{vjι

y then the W-graph G(vy H)

is of type III and there exists a wave T associated with v{. Thus the wave-

move H(τ) of H along T is obtained and so a new presentation associated with

H(τ) is also obtained. It is easy to see that the total length of words in the new

one is less than in the old one. Next U(v) (resp. Π(α>)) is called to be πr
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reducible if one of the two words i^ and R2 (resp. R2 and R{) is contained in
the other as a cyclic word.

Corollary 2. Let us suppose that M is the ̂ -sphere S3. If G(v, H) is of type
I or II but not HI, then H(v) is π^reducible.

Proof. Since H = (F; v, w) is a Heegaard diagram of S3, by Main Theorem
there exists a wave T associated with some meridian in v or w. Since G(v, H)
is not of type III, we may assume that the wave r is associated with wv Then
G(wy H) is of type III and so the word R2 is contained in Rx as cyclic word,
because T is associated with wv This completes the proof.

Next let us consider two examples of presentations associated with He-

egaard diagrams. Let a = v1 and b — v2.

EXAMPLE 1. πx(M) = {a, b; a2 = b

b2 = a-ιbab-ιa~ιbaba-ιb-ιaba-1)

In this case, the manifold M is a homology 3-sphere but it is not the 3-sphere
S3 by Corollary 2.

EXAMPLE 2. πλ(M) = {a,b; ba2b2a2b2a2b2a2ba~l = WaΨaΨa2 = 1}

In this case, the manifold M is the 3-sphere *S3 and the presentation is really
TΓi-reducible.
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